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Abstract: We proposed a two-dimensional vector displacement sensor with the capability of
distinguishing the direction and amplitude of the displacement simultaneously, with improved
performance assisted by random forest, a powerful machine learning algorithm. The sensor
was designed based on a seven-core multi-core fiber inscribed with Bragg gratings, with a
displacement direction range of 0-360° and the amplitude range related to the length of the sensor
body. The displacement information was obtained under a random circumstance, where the
performances with theoretical model and random forest model were studied. With the theoretical
model, the sensor performed well over a shorter linear range (from 0 to 9 mm). Whereas
the sensor assisted with random forest algorithm exhibits better performance in two aspects, a
wider measurement range (from 0 to 45 mm) and a reduced measurement error of displacement.
Mean absolute errors of direction and amplitude reconstruction were decreased by 60% and
98%, respectively. The proposed displacement sensor shows the possibility of machine learning
methods to be applied in point-based optical systems for multi-parameter sensing.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Displacement is one of the most important parameters in various industrial applications, including
structural health monitoring [1], biomedical measurement [2], aerospace applications [3], etc.
Numerous approaches have been proposed to measure one-dimension displacement of different
amplitudes with high accuracies. However, developing a position tracking sensor in practical
applications, such as robotic arms [4], two-dimensional sensing is needed. It requires the
designed sensor to be sensitive to both the amplitude and direction of the applied displacement
simultaneously. Several types of displacement sensors have been investigated based on different
techniques such as mechanical [5], capacitive [6], electronic [7], and fiber-optic, etc. Among
them, the fiber-optic displacement sensors have the edge over the others due to their intrinsic
advantages, including electromagnetic interference immunity, miniature size, electrically-passive
operation, and multiplexing capability [8–10]. Generally, fiber-optic displacement sensors
are developed based on the measurement of deflection induced by fiber bending or stretching.
Through monitoring the variation of intensity, wavelength and phase of the optical signal, the
displacement performance is analyzed. In order to obtain the direction information of the
displacement, several fiber-optic two-dimensional displacement sensors were reported, with
the direction dependency resulted from an asymmetric geometry. For example, Yang et al.
introduced a direction-dependent displacement sensor by inscribing gratings in the core and the
inner cladding of a multi-cladding fiber [11]. Due to the intensity modulation difference between
the two fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs), displacement induced output optical signal showed direction
sensitivity. In addition, Bao et al. demonstrated a displacement sensor by inscribing an eccentric
FBG in the core/cladding interface using a depressed-cladding fiber [12], which introduced a
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cylindrical asymmetry into the fiber. The direction related displacement response was obtained
through intensity detection. Although these sensors are displacement direction sensitive, the
variation of displacement amplitude in a random direction is unknown. In other words, all
the aforementioned sensors are not able to retrieve the displacement direction and amplitude
simultaneously. Essentially, the displacement sensor response is caused by the displacement
induced fiber bending. In order to retrieve the displacement information during the displacement
measurement process, the relationship between the displacement and corresponding fiber bending
is kept linear, which limits the measurement range within several micrometers (dependent on the
length of the tested fiber). In addition, the reconstruction performance is mainly dependent on the
accuracy of the corresponding theoretical model, where small variation may result in large error
for each retrieval. Moreover, the system error is inevitable during the setup process, which may
introduce larger error in each calculation process. To improve the displacement performance, an
accurate method for the amplitude and direction reconstruction should be investigated.

Recently, different machine learning algorithms have been used to improve estimation accuracy
in optical fiber sensors. For example, in distributed optical fiber sensing systems, researchers
utilized algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), principal component analysis (PCA),
artificial neural networks (ANN), convolutional neural network (CNN), etc. to extract the
Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) [13–16], which was usually obtained using Lorentzian curve
fitting (LCF) [16]. However, the accuracy of the extraction of BGS with the LCF approach is
influenced by the fitting parameters. These machine learning algorithms enhance the sensing
performance with an accurate and efficient BGS extraction, producing better performance over the
conventional fitting method. In addition to the distributed optical fiber sensing, the point-based
optical fiber sensing systems are also benefited from the machine learning tools. For instance,
the Gaussian process regression (GPR) was introduced to an FBG-based temperature sensor for
accurate temperature calculation [17]. It provided a direct mapping between the temperature and
FBG spectrum to improve the detection accuracy, while conventional fitting methods were largely
dependent on the quality of the FBG spectrum. In particular, there are researches using machine
learning algorithms to distinguish multi-parameters in the point-based sensing systems, such as
the discrimination of both the magnitude and location of applied normal force in an FBG-based
tactile sensor using neural networks [18], and simultaneous measurement for amplitude and
direction of the transverse load in a long-period grating (LPG) -based force sensor, where different
regression algorithms were investigated for performance comparison [19]. In this work, we
applied machine learning to the FBG-based vector displacement sensor for improvement on the
measurement range and accuracy.

Various categories of machine learning algorithms are being applied to improve performance
in optical sensors, such as neural networks and regression methods. Among them, random forest
is regarded as one of the most precise prediction algorithms for classification and regression, due
to its capability of modeling complex variable interactions [20]. It consists of a combination of
tree predictors where each tree is generated using a random vector sampled independently from
the input vector. Random forest algorithm has many advantages such as high efficiency for large
dataset, insensitivity to noise or over-fitting, and fewer parameters when compared with other
machine-learning algorithms (e.g., ANN or SVM). However, few studies have employed the
random forest regression algorithm in fiber-optics sensing, especially for the vector displacement
sensor. In this work, we demonstrated that the application of random forest algorithm can enhance
the performance of vector displacement sensor substantially.

In this manuscript, we proposed a random forest assisted two-dimensional vector displacement
sensor based on FBGs inscribed in a seven-core multi-core fiber (MCF), with the displacement
direction range of 0-360°, and the amplitude range depends on the length of the sensor body.
MCF has been proposed for various applications, including FBG-based curvature measurement
[21], and the interferometer-based biomedical sensing [22,23]. Here, we proposed to use the
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FBG-based MCF for a two-dimensional displacement measurement. The sensor can reconstruct
the amplitude and direction of displacement simultaneously at any random position in the
two-dimensional plane, and their performance using the theoretical model and the random
forest algorithm are investigated. Due to the limitation of the theoretical model, the sensor was
performed under a linear range (from 0 to 9 mm), while the measurement error was greatly
dependent on the model quality and the system error. However, the random forest algorithm
can help in both aspects, with an enhanced measurement range (from 0 to 45 mm) and a
reduced measurement error for displacement. Mean absolute errors (MAEs) of direction and
amplitude reconstruction were decreased by 60% and 98%, respectively. The application of
random forest in the FBG-based displacement sensor shows the potential of the machine learning
methods in improving the accuracy of point-based optical sensors, especially for scenario such as
multi-parameter sensing.

2. Proposed displacement sensor

The seven-core MCF we used to develop the fiber-optic displacement sensor is fabricated by
YOFC, China, with a central core in the middle and six outer cores arranged hexagonally around
the central core. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the cross-section of the MCF, with
diameters for core D0 and cladding D of ∼8 and ∼150 µm, respectively. The pitch d, the distance
between two adjacent cores, is ∼42 µm. In order to enhance the photosensitivity of the fiber, it
was loaded in a hydrogen chamber for 3 days under a pressure of 100 bar at a temperature of ∼80
°C. Then FBGs were inscribed using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser (Coherent) based on the phase
mask (Ibsen Photonics, 1075.23 nm) and beam scanning technique. The FBGs were inscribed in
all the seven cores simultaneously, with grating length of 10 mm and the scanning speed of 0.1
mm/s.

Fig. 1. (a) Geometrical definition of parameters based on the cross-section of the MCF. (b)
Reflection spectra of FBGs inscribed in different cores at the same position. (c) Scanning
electron microscopic figure of the seven-core MCF. (d) Schematic structure demonstration
of the FBG and MCF in the displacement sensor design, with the schematic FBGs inscribed
in MCF shown in the expanded view.

After the FBG inscription, the MCF was spliced to a 1-to-7 fan-out device (YOFC, China)
using a polarization maintaining fiber fusion splicer (Fujikura, LZM-100). When the MCF in
the fan-out device and the MCF probe are placed together at the two sides of the splicer, they
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can be spliced through monitoring each of the end-view figure with the help of an “End View”
program. The reflection spectra were recorded with an optical spectrum analyzer (YOKOGAWA,
AQ6370D), as shown in Fig. 1(b). It is obvious that there is slight difference between the Bragg
wavelength in each core, which is caused by the non-uniform UV exposure during the inscription
process due to the spatial distribution of different cores [24,25]. Figure 1(c) shows the scanning
electron microscope image of the MCF’s cross-section. During the displacement measurement,
four of the seven cores, including the central one (i.e., core 1) and three outer ones (i.e., core 3, 5
and 7) are monitored.

3. Theoretical model of the displacement sensor

The applied displacement can be determined by measuring the Bragg wavelength shifts in
different cores based on fiber displacement-induced bending. Due to the spatial distribution of the
cores, some outer cores are compressed, which introduces a blue shift in the Bragg wavelength
while the others are stretched and experienced a red shift. However, core 1 is insensitive to the
applied displacement since it lies in the neutral plane, which can be utilized for temperature
compensation [26,27]. As a result, the Bragg wavelength shift ∆λ in a specific core i can be
expressed as [25]

∆λi = (1 − pe)λi ·
d
R
· sin(θD + θi) , (1)

where pe representing the effective photo-elastic coefficient is ∼0.22 [28], and λi is the Bragg
wavelength of core i. When displacement is applied to the MCF, the displacement angle is
defined by θD as shown in Fig. 1(a), where θi indicates the corresponding angular position of each
core i with respect to the 0° plane. In addition, R represents the displacement-induced bending
radius. The designed sensor is based on a cantilever structure, as is shown in Fig. 1(d), with the
displacement δ applied on the free-fiber end and the other end kept fixed. The discrete points in
Fig. 1(d) represent the recorded displacements, which are the projections of the free-fiber end
with different directions and amplitudes. Based on the bending effect at a single FBG group at a
short section along the fiber, and using the mechanical model between the displacement-induced
bending radius and displacement amplitude, the displacement of an object on a plane can be
monitored. The FBGs are located along the sensor body, with the structure shown in the expanded
view. During measurement, the free-fiber end is shifted away from its origin position due to the
applied displacement. As a result, the displacement-induced bending radius at a given position
along the fiber length is defined as [29]

R(x) =
EI

M(x)
=

EI
−F(L − x)

, (2)

where E and I are the Young’s modulus and the moment of inertia respectively, and M(x) indicates
the bending moment at a specific position, which is related to the position x, free fiber length
L and the applied force F at the free fiber end. Under this situation, the displacement δ can be
expressed by [29]

δ =
FL3

3EI
. (3)

Based on Eqs. (2) and (3), we have the relationship between displacement and bending radius as
follows

δ =
L3

3R(x)(x − L)
, (4)

which indicates that the displacement is dependent on the free fiber length L and position x.
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As a result, when Bragg wavelength shifts in two of the outer cores are considered, such as
core i and j, the displacement angle θD can be deduced by Eq. (5),

θD = tan - 1 ⎛⎜⎝
∆λi
λi

sin θj −
∆λj
λj

sin θi
∆λj
λj

cos θi − ∆λi
λi

cos θj

⎞⎟⎠ , (5)

where the denominator should be non-zero, meaning the phase between θi and θj can be any
value except π. In other words, core i and j should not be aligned in a straight line with the central
one to determine the displacement direction. Once θD is determined, the displacement amplitude
is obtained via substituting Eq. (4) to Eq. (1), which can be expressed as

δ =
L3

3(1 − pe) ·
λi
∆λ · d sin(θD + θi)(x − L)

. (6)

Consequently, by measuring the Bragg wavelength shifts in different cores, θD and δ can be
reconstructed from a random position, meaning that the proposed sensor has the capability
of determining the direction and amplitude of the displacement simultaneously in the two-
dimensional plane.

Based on Eq. (6), it is noticed that the theoretical model is effective based on a linear relationship
between the wavelength shift and the displacement amplitude. However, the wavelength shifts
would go into the nonlinear range when the applied displacement is too large, representing a
limited measurement displacement amplitude range under this cantilever structure. Hence, in
order to keep the linearity of the Bragg wavelength shift, the shifted angle ω shown in Fig. 1(d)
was limited to less than 5°, corresponding to a displacement amplitude range of 0 to 9 mm, which
greatly compromised the sensor performance.

4. Random forest model of the displacement sensor

Random forest regression is an ensemble machine learning algorithm [30]. It uses a large
set of regression trees as base learners to constitute a forest for data training and predication
[31]. Regression trees are run in parallel without interaction, where each of them grows on an
individual bootstrap sample derived from the initial training data. Each node in a tree represents
a binary test against the predictor variable. The variables at each node are selected to minimize
the residual sum of squares of both branches.

To get an ensemble model with strong generalization, the regression tree in the model is set as
uncorrelated as possible [30]. Random forest uses bagging [32], a parallel ensemble model to
increase the diversity of trees. For an initial dataset with N samples, a bootstrap sample is created
by randomly selecting N samples from the initial dataset with replacement (selected sample is
returned to the initial dataset after one sampling, making it possible to be chosen during the next
sampling). Prediction is constructed based on averaging the separate decisions from each tree in
the forest. This characteristic makes random forest more robust when there is slight variation in
input data, which enhances both the prediction accuracy and stability [32].

In this study, a Python-based random forest regression algorithm from the scikit-learn library
was adopted for modelling. Since wavelength shifts of four of the seven cores were monitored
during the measurement, a dataset constituting 8325 samples with four input variables was
used. Two dependent variables, including the direction and amplitude of the displacement were
correspondingly used as outputs. Flow chart of the random forest algorithm used for this sensor
is illustrated in Fig. 2, with a tree number k of 100.

To ensure better fitting of the model, the input data was preprocessed. Ideally, the central
core should always stay in the neutral plane during the measurement. However, there was an
inevitable offset during the experiment. In addition, the central one was aimed for temperature
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of random forest algorithm.

compensation, representing the information it carried independent from the other three. As
a result, we subtracted the response of the central core from the rest of the input variables,
meaning the sensor is still temperature-insensitive based on the random forest reconstruction.
After preprocessing dataset, 80% of the dataset was randomly divided for training, while the left
20% was for testing.

5. Experimental setup and results

5.1. Experimental setup

Schematic of the experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 3. The seven-core MCF inscribed
with FBGs was mounted to a fiber rotator (Thorlabs, HFR007). Displacement was applied to
the free end of the sensing fiber, and the other end was spliced to a 1-to-7 fan-out device. The
MCF was clamped on the fiber rotator with the FBG-inscribed section free to bend. In order
to interrogate the FBGs in different cores of the MCF, an interrogator (Micron Optics, sm130)
with 1 pm resolution was connected to the single mode fibers (SMFs) of the fan-out device,
such as core 1, 3, 5, and 7. Only the FBGs in four cores were measured, which was limited
by our interrogator having four channels. Length of the free fiber was kept as 111 mm, with
a displacement amplitude range of 0 to 45 mm, and the fiber rotator was used to change the
direction within 360°. During the measurement, the displacement amplitude was varied by 1 mm
and the direction was changed with a step of 10°.

5.2. Experimental results

During the experiment, FBG responses in core 1, 3, 5, and 7 were recorded, including a central
core and three outer cores which were arranged in a regular triangle shape. Figures 4(a)–4(c)
give the Bragg wavelength shift as a function of applied displacement amplitude for three outer
cores under different directions in the linear range (1 to 9 mm in steps of 1 mm), with the dots in
different shapes representing the experimental data, and the lines indicating the fitting curves (an
average fitting R2 of 0.9995). The full range of the displacement amplitude was from 0 to 45
mm during the measurement, and the relationship became nonlinear with increasing amplitude.
Therefore, the wavelength response of core 3 in the full range (1 to 45 mm in steps of 2 mm) is
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Fig. 3. Schematic experimental setup for the two-dimensional vector displacement sensor.

shown in Fig. 4(d) for demonstration, where dots represent the experimental results and lines are
connecting curves. The theoretical model is no applicable for large displacement because the
response become nonlinear.

Fig. 4. Experimental results of wavelength shift versus displacement amplitude in linear
range of (a) core 3, (b) core 5, (c) core 7, and wavelength response of (d) core 3 in full
range. The displacement direction varies from 0 to 330° in steps of 30°, with the dots
indicating the experimental results while the lines in (a)-(c) representing the fitting ones,
and (d) representing the connecting curves.

In addition, the displacement sensitivities were recorded based on the slopes of the fitting lines
in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), which were displayed in a polar coordinate as shown in Fig. 5. An ‘8’-shaped
sensitivity response was observed, indicating a strong direction dependence. For a specific core,
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such as core 3, the sensitivities are divided into the positive and negative parts, corresponding
to the situation of stretching and compressing the FBGs during the measurement, respectively.
The positive range for core 3 is recorded as 110°-200°-290°, while it is 290°-20°-110° for the
negative sensitivity. Moreover, there is a 120° phase shift among the sensitivity response for
individual cores, which is the same with their angular position difference as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The maximum positive sensitivities are obtained as 11.47, 12.31, and 11.73 pm/mm for core 3, 5,
and 7 individually, corresponding to the displacement directions of 200°, 80°, 320°. There is
slight variation among the obtained sensitivity values, which is caused by the difference in the
inscribed sensor depth during the fabrication process [21].

Fig. 5. Experimental results of sensitivity-direction response in core 3, 5 and 7, with
displacement direction changing from 0 to 360° in steps of 10°.

6. Displacement retrieval

6.1. Retrieval performance with theoretical model

Equation (5) indicates that the displacement direction can be retrieved through monitoring the
Bragg wavelength shifts in two of the outer cores, which are not aligned in a straight line with
the central core, while the direction is independent on the displacement amplitude. In addition,
due to the hexagonal structure of the arrangement for the seven-core MCF, there is one fiber
core which locates at the central of the cladding, which can be utilized for the compensation of
fiber mechanical offset and temperature change, as it is located in the neutral axis and thus is not
affected by the fiber bending. Therefore, a combination of three cores is enough to reconstruct
the displacement information based on the theoretical model. Here, two of the four outer cores
are chosen, such as core 3 and core 5 (combination 1), core 3 and core 7 (combination 2), or
core 5 and core 7 (combination 3), to retrieve the displacement direction, with the absolute error
plotted in Fig. 6, which is defined as the absolute difference between the set direction and the
measured one. Mean absolute errors (MAEs) of different combinations are 3.23°, 3.52° and
2.43°, respectively. Based on Fig. 6, there are three characteristics of the direction error. First is
the direction error found to be direction sensitive. A regular sinusoidal shape is observed in error
maps, which is related to the sensitivity dependency of displacement direction, meaning there
is a relatively smaller error under the direction with high sensitivity. Secondly, the error gets
smaller when the displacement gets larger, which may be caused by the little variation under
small displacement. Finally, there is a 120° phase shift between different combinations, which is
matched with the sensitivity curve properly.
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Fig. 6. Absolute errors of displacement direction based on different combinations of the
outer cores using theoretical model, with the direction and displacement ranges of 0-360°
and 1-9 mm, respectively.

After the determination of the displacement direction, the amplitude can be calculated with
the help of Eq. (6). The displacement amplitude is obtained based on the combination of the
reconstructed displacement direction and the angular position of one of the cores used in the
direction calculation process. Hence, there are in total six combinations for the amplitude
reconstruction. In addition, we only consider the linear range for reconstruction using the
theoretical model. The displacement amplitude is set to change from 0 to 9 mm. Different from
the direction, the amplitude is highly dependent on the value of the measured direction, meaning
the errors introduced from the direction would have a negative impact on the reconstruction of the
amplitude owing to the propagation of error. Figure 7 summarizes the displacement amplitude
error based on different combinations, with each combination for direction calculation having
two brunches (a and b). MAEs are 12.67, 14.63, 9.7, 9.92, 11.58, and 8.29 mm for combination
1(a) to 3(b). Obviously, the errors are too large for meaningful retrieval. However, there is still a
sinusoidal trend in the amplitude error map, where a small error happens under a high direction
sensitivity with an interval of 180°, which is similar to the performance of the direction.

The poor performance of the amplitude retrieval based on the theoretical model could be
caused by several factors, including the unprecise model, system error and the errors carried
from the direction. In addition, the limited range is another disadvantage for the application
of the displacement sensor. Overall, the retrieval performance based on the theoretical model
greatly depends on the quality of the theoretical model, while little variation may cause large
error during the retrieval process.

6.2. Improved performance with random forest regression

To assess the effectiveness of random forest regression, coefficient of determination R2 is used to
evaluate the performance, which is defined as

R2 = 1 −

∑︁
(yi − ŷi)

2∑︁
(yi − ȳi)

2 , (7)
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Fig. 7. Absolute errors of displacement amplitude based on different combinations of the
outer cores using theoretical model, with the direction and displacement ranges of 0-360°
and 1-9 mm, respectively.

where yi and ⌒y i are the true and prediction value, and ȳi indicates the mean of label. The best
score is 1.0, and we get a coefficient of 0.997, reflecting the good accuracy obtained with random
forest algorithm. Similar to the evaluation of the theoretical model, the retrieval performance is
also investigated for random forest, and the absolute error maps of the two parameters are shown
in Fig. 8. Since the algorithm concerns only about the training data, the linearity is no longer a
restriction during the retrieval process. The calculation range for amplitude is extended to 0-45
mm, while the direction range remains unchanged. MAEs of direction and amplitude are 1.22°
and 0.14 mm, respectively.

Fig. 8. Absolute errors of displacement (a) direction and (b) amplitude using random forest,
with the direction and displacement ranges of 0-360° and 1-45 mm, respectively.

On the one hand, for the direction reconstruction, it is evident that the absolute error is
smaller when increasing the displacement amplitude, which is similar to the performance of
theoretical model. However, there remains no longer characteristic of direction sensitivity. With
the increase of the amplitude, the direction retrieval becomes stable at most time, however it
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becomes failure at very few points, which can be solved through enlarging size of the database.
When comparing with the results obtained from theoretical model, the overall performance
for the direction is enhanced by 60% with the random forest algorithm. On the other hand,
there is a great enhancement in the retrieval of displacement amplitude, including the enlarged
measurement range and decreased error. Since random forest predicts the amplitude based on
averaging the predictions of trees, which is not a linear process compared to the theoretical
model, where the linearity restriction disappears. As a result, the measurement range is enlarged
by 5 times, which can be further enhanced through adjusting length of the fiber. In addition, the
measurement error is reduced by 98% when comparing with the results from theoretical model,
representing a perfect performance for the amplitude retrieval.

Furthermore, Table 1 summaries the comparison results of the reconstructed displacement
information under two models, including the measurement range, and MAEs of displacement
direction and amplitude.

Table 1. Comparison between reconstructed results using two models

Theoretical model Random forest model

Range 0-9 mm 0-45 mm

MAEs of direction

Combination 1 3.23°

1.22°
Combination 2 3.52°

Combination 3 2.43°

Average 3.06°

MAEs of amplitude

Combination 1a 12.67 mm

0.14 mm

Combination 1b 14.63 mm

Combination 2a 9.7 mm

Combination 2b 9.92 mm

Combination 3a 11.58 mm

Combination 3b 8.29 mm

Average 11.13 mm

7. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed a two-dimensional vector displacement sensor based on the FBGs
inscribed in a seven-core MCF, with the capability of obtaining the displacement direction and
amplitude simultaneously. The reconstruction performance was investigated under both the
theoretical model and the random forest algorithm. We had a displacement direction ranged
from 0 to 360°, while the measurable amplitude range related to the choice of the reconstruction
method. For the performance based on theoretical model, the displacement amplitude range was
dependent on the length of the fiber. It was performed under a linear range (from 0 to 9 mm).
Meanwhile, the measurement error was greatly compromised by the model quality and the system
error. However, the random forest model outperforms the theoretical model with an enhanced
measurement range (from 0 to 45 mm) and a reduced measurement error for displacement. MAEs
of direction and amplitude reconstruction were decreased by 60% and 98%, separately by using
the random forest model. The application of random forest in the FBG-based two-dimensional
displacement sensor enhanced the performance in both the accuracy and range. It also showed
the potential for the machine learning methods to be applied in point-based optical sensing areas,
especially for multi-parameter sensing.
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